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THE PROBLEM AMD OBJECTIVES
When the year to year production of feed fluctuates, the farmer vith a
beef enterprise mast adapt to the situation. A drought period represents a
period when there is considerable reduction in feed production. This was the
situation studied by a survey made In 1957 of 173 farmers In 10 western Kansas
counties. The period of time studied was from 1952 to 1957*
This was a study comparing the changes made by farmers in the various
beef systems during the drought. Fluctuations In feed supply vers expected
to explain In large part the changes in beef cattle numbers and systems for the
period.
The production of roughages (alfalfa hay, other hay, sorghum fodder,
sorghum silage) ranged from a low of 228 thousand tons In 1952 to 508 thousand
tons In 1957 in the 10 county area.1 (Figures 1 and 2) The average was 3^9
thousand tons. The high In 1957 represents a 222.6 percent increase in feed
production over the low in 1952. The increase between 1952 and 1957 was not
uniform. Roughage production fluctuated drastically between 1955 and 1957.
(Figure 1)
The acute feed problem can best be Illustrated by the fluctuation In rough-
age production between 1955 and 1957. In 1955* production reached a high of
kkf thousand tons. In 1956, production decreased to 2kf thousand tons which
was only 55 percent of the production in 1955. Production in 1957 Increased
to 508 thousand tons, an increase of 206 percent over 1956.
Kansas Agriculture. Biennial Reports 38, 39, fco and kl, Kansas State
Board of Agriculture.
Fluctuations la feed grain (corn, oats, barley, grain sorghum) production
were greater than In roughage production. The range was 68 thousand tons in
1952 to 792 thousand tons in 1957* averaging 2*3 thousand tons for the area
during these years. One peak was established la 195* with 226 thousand tons.
Production decreased until 1956 when a near low of 10k thousand tons were pro-
duced. This vas k2 percent of the 195* l«vel of production. Production reached
a record high la 1957 when it increased to 762 percent greater than the amount
produced in 1956. (Figure l)
The feed problem in 1956 vas acute. In 1955 cattle numbers vers at a high
for the period, sad the folloviag year feed production vas at a near lov. This
ade necessary major adjustments ia farm organization and, la particular, la
cattle numbers on many farms.
Duriag the drought the farmers vere faced vith either of two basic adjust-
ments, lither they adjusted their beef system to meet the feed supply. Hkny
farmers used both of these adjustments. The adjustments necessary constituted a
cost to the farmer. Those vho could make the least costly adjustments vere in
the most favorable position. The role of the farm manager vas to make those
adjustments, vhich over time, vould represent the least cost la accord vith his
primary motives.
There vere three objectives la this study: (a) to determine the changes made
ia cattle numbers by farmers ia the priacipal beef systems from 1952-1957, (b) to
determine the principal reasons causing the changes ia cattle numbers, and (c) to
determine vhy farmers choose a particular type of beef system.
PROCEDURE
Responses vers obtained from 173 fanners from ten counties. The counties
and the number of farmers in it who vers surveyed were: Clark, 2k; Comanche,
18; Finney, five; Ford, 21; Gove, 23; Hodgeman, 28; Lane, six; Ness, 25; Scott,
13; and Thomas, 10.
Farmers vara selected from a random stratified sample. The survey was
designed to study an equal number of farmers In each type of system. It vas
not designed to determine the number of farmers In each group. Problems were
encountered finding enough farmers In each system. A sample of 15 operators to-
gether with an alternate sample of 15 ware drawn for each system. When a schedule
could not be obtained from a farmer of the initial sample on the first call back
or if the farmer did not have the specified system, his closest alternate was
taken.
Farmers ware selected according to system for 1955* believed the last year
that farmers had their normal number of cattle. The schedule and sampling
pattern were designed to provide data of two types. These ware, (a) Input and
output data for beef cattle and (b) the influence of the drought on beef cattle
production. This specific study concentrates on an analysis of the data related
to the Influence of the drought.
GROUPS AND REASONS FOR GROUPING
For the purpose of this study, farmers were referred to as belonging to
one of four principal groups: the cowherd group, the purchase group, the mixed
group, and the changed system group. The first three groups represented dis-
tinctly different forms of the beef enterprise organization. The changed system
group represented a type of adjustment rather than a system of hand! 1ng cattle.
The cowherd group included those farmers who maintained a cowherd from
year to year during the period 1952-1957. The cows raised the calves and the
returns from the calves represented the returns to the investment. Investing in
a cowherd type system was a relatively long run investment. The profitability
of the investment was evaluated on the basis of the expected profits resulting
from a series of calf crops over a period of several years. The purchase price
or cost of obtaining the cows and the returns from selling the cows was not a
major factor in determining the profitability of the herd. There were 89 farmers
in this group.
The purchased group included those who made the year to year purchases of
cattle during the period 1952-1957. The animals were bought for the explicit
purpose of selling them at a profit. Normally a farmer followed a pattern of
buying and selling the cattle, designed to meet his farm organization and
expectations of profits. The investment in this type of system was a relatively
short run investment. The returns to the investment, either positive or nega-
tive, were the profit or loss realised when the animal was sold. The operator
had the opportunity to evaluate the profitability of the Investment each year.
Profits were determined by the returns from sale minus the purchase cost and
cost of gain. The expected prices of cattle and feed supply were the primary
factors determining the feasibility of the Investment. The Investment did not
Include a series of returns. There were 46 farmers in this group.
In tills study long run Investments are defined as those where a series of
returns exist over a period of several years. Short run investments are defined
as those where the returns are realized when the capital asset is sold.
The mixed group included those farmers having both a cowherd pyxVr-- an* a
purchase system during the period 1952-1957. As there were only four farmers
la it, little could be learned by studying this group.
The changed system group Included 38 farmers who made a change In their
system of handling cattle during the period 1952-1957. The farmers vith cowherds
could change by selling the cowherd system and initiate a purchase system or
by adding a purchase system to his cowherd system. This change was defined as
the change toward a purchase system. Farmers vith purchased type systems could
change by selling the purchased cattle and initiating a cowherd type system or
by adding a cowherd to the purchase system. This change was defined as a
change toward a cowherd group.
The farmers were classified in this manner for a definite purpose. It was
hypothesised that the farmers in the different groups would react differently
to conditions necessitating adjustments. The purchased group was considered
the most flexible because they were In a position to evaluate the profitability
of making an Investment each year. This would be influenced by prices and feed
supply and they would attempt to adjust cattle numbers to the feed supply. The
cowherd was considered less flexible because the initial investment had already
been made. They did not have the opportunity to evaluate the profitability of
making the investment each year. Their decision was whether or not to continue
operating the Investment. This would be influenced by expected returns versus
the cost of maintaining the cowherd. The farmers vith cowherds would attempt
to adjust feed supply to maintain an established herd.
ANALYSIS
Size of Farm
There is considerable difference in the size of farms in the different
beef enterprise groups. (Table l) The farmers vith the cowherd system had the
6largest average total acres of land and the largest average pasture size. Farm
else by groups ranged from a high of 2CA-3.1 acres for the cowherd group to 1235
acres for the mixed group. The purchased group had an average of 1326.5 total
acres. The pasture size ranged from an average of 1258 acres for the cowherd
group to 592 acres for the purchased group. With the largest pasture acreage,
the cowherd group also had the largest average sice herd. The cowherd group pas-
tured an average of 90.7 animal units compared with 60.8 for the purchased group.
An animal unit was a unit of measurement used to equate various sizes and
classes of animals to a common denominator. A cow with a calf represented one
animal unit. Other classes of cattle were scaled proportionately to feed re-
quirements.
There was considerable difference in total acres of pasture acres between the
cowherd and purchase groups, but acres of cropland are much nearer equal. The
average acres of cropland for the cowherd group was 805.1 acres compared with
73*t.5 acres for the purchase group. The pasture-cropland acreage ratio was
1.56:1 for farms vith cowherds and was .81:1 for the purchased cattle group.
Problems Of Handling Cattle During Drought Period
Each farmer was asked to state and rank in order of importance his major
problem in handling cattle during the period 1952-1957. This was an unstruc-
tured question, where the farmers were asked to state their problems without guid-
ance from the enumerator. The farmer did this for both his first major beef
system and also for the last major beef system. (Table 2)
Stable Feed Supply
. This was the most Important problem for either the
purchased or the cowherd group during the last major system. (Table 2) Fanners
mentioned it more often for the laet major system than for the first major system.
i
Tor the cowherd and the purchased group, the first major system and the last
major system vers necessarily the same. The results Indicated that this problem
became Important to more farmers due to the effect of the drought.
A stable feed supply was Important to a greater percentage of cowherd
farmers than to the farmers In the purchased group. It vas a major problem for
56.6 percent of the farmers during the initial years of the drought period and
it Increased to where it was a problem for 75 percent of the farmers during the
last year of the period. For the purchased group, only 26.7 percent of the farmers
mentioned it as a problem during the early years of the drought and UU.5 percent
mentioned it for the latter part of the drought. In any given year the farmers
with cowherds had the desire to maintain an established herd. This would require
relatively stable feed supply from year to year. The problem of having a stable
feed supply was more Important to the cowherd group than to the purchased group.
For those farmers who changed toward the purchase system, it was mentioned
by 39.2 percent of the farmers when they had the cowherd system and by H6.9 per-
cent of the farmers when they had the purchased system. These farmers had the
purchased system during the latter period of the drought. The Increase In the
number of times farmers mentioned the problem shows partly the effects of the
drought and partly the change In the system of handling cattle. The Increase
In the percent of farmers who mentioned the problem between the first and last
major system, was less for the changed system group than for other groups.
Price Risk
. In either the first or last major system, this was a problem to
a greater percent of the farmers purchasing cattle than to those who had cow-
herds. (Table 2) In either group the percent of farmers who mentioned it de-
creased because of the increase in importance of having a stable feed supply.
The number of times -Oils problem was mentioned Increased when farmers changed
from a cowherd to a purchased type system.
8Protection Problems . Problems related to the production of beef are diff-
erent for the various beef systems. Their specific problems vers not recorded.
It vas mentioned less frequently by farmers with cowherds than by those vho
purchased cattle. (Table 2) The number of farmers who mentioned the problem
decreased as farmers changed from the cowherd group to the purchased group.
In the cowherd group the number of farmers who mentioned this problem was
rather insignificant compared to the number who faced the problem of providing
a stable feed supply. In the purchased group relatively more farmers were con-
cerned with the problems of production.
Labor Supply . This problem was mentioned by 8.1* percent of the farmers
with cowherds for the initial period of the drought and 6.8 percent for the
latter part of the period. The purchased group did not mention it at all. Only
a small number of those who changed from a cowherd to a purchased group mentioned
it. (Table 2)
Obtaining Credit
. This problem did not receive any first ranking for
either the first major system or the last major system by any of the groups.
(Table 2)
Buying Cattle . This problem was not mentioned by farmers having the cow-
herd system. For the purchased group it was mentioned by 13 percent of the farmers
for the first major system and by 8.9 percent for the last major system. For
those farmers whose first system was a cowherd and whose last system a purchased
system the number of farmers who mentioned the problem increased. The percent-
ages for this problem was 3.6 and 15.6 respectively.
Summary
.
To the farmers in the cowherd group, the major problem was main-
taining a stable feed supply. The ability to maintain a stable quantity of feed
produced was essential to maintain the Investment in the cowherd. The problem
was not as important to the purchased group because they were in a more favorable
position to adjust their cattle numbers to the feed supply.
The problem of price risk is greater to the purchased group than it is to
the cowherd group. This is due to the nature of the enterprise.
Changes In Animal Units
Farmers had three alternative adjustments they could make with respect to
the number of their animal units. They could increase, decrease, or make no
change in the number of animal units. For the purposes of this study the groups
were divided in this manner. Those who made no major change In animal units
were those who made no change in animal units plus those who increased or de-
creased numbers by less than 10 percent. A major Increase in animal units con-
stituted an Increase of 10 percent or more. A major decrease was a decrease in
animal units of 10 percent or more. The changes made were studied as a year to
year change for each group.
Cowherd Group . The number of farmers who made a major reduction in animal
units Increased steadily throughout the period 1952-1957. (Table k) The bulk
of the reduction occurred during the year 1956. In any year there would always
be some farmers that would reduce the cattle numbers as they did in 1952 when
5.3 percent of the cowherd farmers reduced their cattle numbers.
The number of farmers who Increased the herd reached a peak in 195*1- vhen
I8.3 percent of the farmers Increased their herd. (Table 7) After 1954 there
were fewer farmers Increasing herd size and only 9«3 percent of the farmers made
a major increase in 1956.
The number of farmers that did not make a major change in cattle numbers
or in system was the greatest in 1953 vith 71.4 percent of the farmers essentially
making no change, but for 1952 the percentage (70.2) was about the same. (Table 8)
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Purchased Group . The number of farmers who reduced the number of animal
units increased from 13 percent In 1952 to *£ percent In 1955 end then decreased
to 39.7 percent in 1956. (Table k) This trend vas different from the cowherd
system. They adjusted sooner, as expected.
The number of times farmers Increased their animal units reached a peak
in 1955, -when 26.9 percent of the farmers Increased their herds. (Table 7) It
declined to 15.6 percent In 1956 and a previous low was 12.2 percent In 1953.
The number of farmers who made no major change, In either the system or
in cattle numbers, decreased as the drought progressed. In 1953 , 59*2 percent
made no major change whereas In 1956 only 15*5 percent made no major change.
(Table 8)
There were certain differences between the cowherd and the purchased groups.
The purchase group reduced their cattle numbers sooner and more often than did
the cowherd group. In 1955* 33-**- percent of the cowherd group reduced numbers
compared with 49.2 percent In the purchase group. (Table k) In 1956, 60.0
percent of the farmers In the cowherd group reduced and only 39*7 percent of
the farmers In the purchased group reduced numbers.
The percent of farmers who Increased their cattle numbers was greater,
in any given year, for the purchased group than for the cowherd group. (Table 7)
For any year, the percent of the farmers who made no major changes was
always less for the purchased group than for the cowherd group. (Table 8) This
is evidence that the purchased group is more readily changed with respect to
cattle numbers than is the cowherd group. In the cowherd group there were two
periods when most of the farmers made changes. From 1953 to 195^» the number
of farmers who made no major change declined from 71.4 percent to 5^.1 percent.
Again In 1955 to 1956, the number declined from ^9.5 percent to 23.7 percent. In
the purchased group only one period occurs when there is a great decrease in
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the number of farmers who made no major change. Fran 1951*- to 1955 the percent-
age decreased from 52.8 percent to 20.9 percent.
Summary. Most of the changes made by the cowherd group came daring the
latter period of the drought. They were relatively stable during the initial
period of the drought. As the drought continued through 1955 > they were quite
successful In retaining their herds and a stable number of cattle. For the
year 1956* most of the farmers reduced their cattle numbers and several sold
the herd.
The purchased group was the more dynamic group, making more changes In any
year than the cowherd group. They decreased their animal units earlier in the
drought period than did the cowherd group. The purchased group was more flexible
and easier to adjust to the fluctuation In feed supply.
Reasons For Changing Cattle Numbers
Farmers were asked to list the principal reasons for making a major change
in cattle numbers or In system during the period 1952-1957. The reasons were
listed by year. Farmers were allowed to list more than one reason, and many
of them did. Therefore, whenever the phrase "percent of the total number of
changes" is used, it la not the same as the percent of the total number of farmers.
The percent of the total number of reasons was obtained as follows. First, the
total for each reason was obtained for the five year period. Then one grand
total was obtained by adding the separate totals under each reason. The per-
cent means what portion is the total under each reason of the grand total.
This was another unstructured question and the farmers were asked to give
reasons without any prompting from the enumerator.
Cowherd Group
. Thirteen reasons were given as being responsible for a
1*
amjor decreaee la cattle anubere. (Table 9) Four roeooaa, paeture,
production, grela production, end the price of feed v»r» lleted 93.7 ptreent
of the tine. Is general, feed —wbtag paeture* roughage aad grain, accounted
for 79.1 percent of the total aanber of reatona given. There mm a big to-
vp w ^v^a^e^v ^ea vv^v ae^e^wc^^a» v^^ v*^w ^^^a^^ wae^a •^^•"a v^^^^^ ^n^a a* Jf ^^^F^a^^^^p ^^p« ^av^a ^%j ^^ auba%—
1956. Thla eecounte far tat reaeon any 00 aaay famere reduced their bard elee
during this tiae.
Ten rttanat ana given ao being reeponeibie far aa laeraaat la cattla
aunbtra. (Tabl* Id) roar reaeoaa, paeture, roagbaga production, grain are*
duetlon, and tat deeire to rebuild the hord aaat ay 61.5 percent of tat total
aunber of tlaa* raaaoaa there given, la eeatratt tith tha pre^rtoat group,
tat price of food aat not seaticned, but tat deeire to rebuild tat hard, a atw
factor, aat introduced, feature, roughage production, tad grata eupply aatoaatad
for 61.2 percent of the total nuaber of raaaoaa.
la 199a aora faratta latraattd their hard than la any other jaar. Tha rea-
eon aaat frequently aentloned aat the dealre to rebuild tat hard. Feed produc-
tion aat relatively favorable la 199* tad thle any reflect tat atteaet to la*
ereaee tat nuaber of cattle to aat the available food eupply. (Figure 1}
Taflftml 9fiUEL* *«* laatoat vara given vay they deereaeed their cattle
nuabere (Table 11) Five reaaona, paeture, roughage production, grala production,
price of feed, and price of cattle aaat ay 9**7 yareeat of the total aaaatv of
ttett reaeonc vare given. The food eupply, paeture, roughage, aad grain, con-
tributed T2.7 percent of tha reaacaa. Price of cattle aad eeat of food contributed
tea percent of the reaeone.
Mine factore vare liated at laportent atatoat caueing aa lnereaee In cattla
(Table 18) Paeture, roughage production aad gxaia production C on-
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tributed 71.0 percent of the total number of reasons given.
Summary. In the purchased group the major reasons for Increasing or de-
creasing cattle numbers are the same. The crucial factors were feed supply and
the prices of cattle or feed. Of these, feed supply was the dominant factor.
This supports the original hypothesis that the purchased group would oaks
changes in accordance with the feed supply.
In the cowherd group the reasons for increasing and decreasing are different.
The major reason causing a decrease in cattle numbers was the feed supply. Con-
sidering the major reductions in cattle numbers occurred during 1955 and 1956,
this would Indicate that they were forced to sell because of inadequate feed
supply. Their efforts to supply feed and maintain the cowherd failed.
The two major reasons why cattle numbers in the cowherd group were increased
were the pasture condition and the desire to rebuild the herd. These farmers had
the tendency to adjust to the capacity of the pasture, and used feed crops to
supplement the pasture. This group had large acreages of pasture and it was a
major portion of the feed supply for the cows. The size of the investment was
limited by the amount of pasture available on the farm. After the else of herd
had been established, the farmers had the desire to maintain it.
Changes In Cattle Systems
There were 38 farmers In the group who made major changes In handling
cattle and they made 52 changes during the period 1952-1957. (Table 5) Most of
the changes occurred in 195^ when 19 or 36.6 percent of the changes were made.
Changes were listed by year and therefore a farmer could make more than one
change during the period. The total number of changes made in the direction of
acquiring a purchase system or by adding a purchase system accounted for 76 per-
Ik-
cent of the total, leaving 2k percent of the change made in the direction of
acquiring or adding the cowherd.
Reasons For Changing Cattle Systems
Farmers were allowed to give several reasons, and they were listed by year
going from 1952-1957. However, the reasons for the individual years were not
considered, only the totals for the period.
Changing Toward A Purchase Group . The four most important reasons for
causing a change were pasture, roughage, grain production and the price of feed.
(Table 13) They account for 66.7 percent of the total number of reasons given.
Pasture was given most frequently, being mentioned 25 percent of the total.
The inability to maintain the stable feed supply required by the cowherd,
caused the change in system to the purchase group.
It is difficult to explain why 8.3 percent of the reasons for a change was
due to price of cattle, as it was seldom mentioned as a problem by the cowherd
group in tables 9 and 10.
Changing To Cowherd Group . The number of farmers changing and the number
of reasons given were small. (Table Ik)
Reason For Hot Making Any Major Changes
If the farmer had not made a major change In cattle numbers or had not
changed his system of handling cattle, he was asked for the reason why such
changes were avoided. Sixteen farmers with cowherd and ten with purchase system
reported reasons. (Table 15) The six reasons given could be categorised as
Increasing or stabilising the feed supply.
Irrigation. This method was mentioned most frequently, 38.1* percent of the
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total number of timea reasons vers given. It is the moat effective method of
reducing the uncertainty of feed production.
It has a natural limitation In that a sufficient vater supply may not be
available at a cost which is economically feasible. If water is available to
be used on the farm it must also be located vhere the farmer is able to use it.
The capital limitation to applying an irrigation system may also prevent
its use. An irrigation system requires considerable capital Investment. This
capital may not be available to the farmer vho has the available water supply.
A farmer must evaluate the cost of irrigation versus the expected returns
and also the alternative choices for such a financial Investment. It would not
be economical for a farmer to Invest In an irrigation system if the costs vers
greater than the expected returns during the intended period when irrigation vas
to be used. With resources available for Investment, the farmer should veigh
carefully the alternative investments available. To gain the most profit from
his money he must invest vhere the expected returns over cost are the greatest.
Purchasing Feed . This method was used by both groups to about the same ex-
tent. It vaa an Important method, being mentioned 19.2 percent of the time,
(Table 15) but not as Important as irrigation.
The limitations to this method are the cost of feed and the capital limita-
tion of the individual.
The expected returns from the use of purchased feed must be equal to or
greater than the cost of purchasing feed. The manager has the problem of evaluat-
ing future returns vhich In the caso of the cowherd may extend Into the future
for several years.
Even If the farmer decides that It is profitable to purchase feed, credit
or the capital must be available to the farmer. However, only in a few instances
did the farmers Indicate that the availability of credit or capital vaa a
16
limatetion.
Not Operating At Capacity . Five farmers, or 19.2 percent, and four of
these were from the cowherd, made use of this method. (Table 15) Some farmers
may not operate at capacity during good years so that they do not have too much
livestock during poor years.
It is difficult to determine exactly the pasture acre per cow ratio a farmer
would have to maintain during good years so that he would he able to maintain a
certain size herd throughout all conditions. From table 16, we noted that In
1957* the average pasture acre per cow ratio was Ik to 1 and In 1952 the ratio was
7.7 to 1. From this it was concluded that the farmer might have to operate at
somewhere near one-half capacity during the good pasture years to maintain a
stable herd size. This represents considerable cost for the sake of maintaining
a stable cowherd. However, pasture alone does not measure total capacity. Feed
production was also an Important factor In determining the capacity of the farm.
This factor is limited not only from a cost standpoint, but also In that
the capacity of the farm during the drought is uncertain. The capacity is a
function of the amount of feed produced and the ration or amount fed each animal.
E22& fogerves. This method was used the least of those mentioned. (Table 15}
The majority of farmers did say that they could afford to maintain feed re-
serves through a period as 1952-1957. (Table 17) However, they were faced with
the problem of ever producing a surplus great enough to carry them through, or
they faced a etorage problem. (Tables 18 and 19) The storage problem is closely
related to the production problem. A surplus feed producing year occurs rather
Infrequently and when it does it may be of such proportions as to create a stor-
age problem. The year 1957 ie en example, Figure 1.
£SS& p&»ture In Other Area . This method was mentioned three times. (Table 15)
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The limitations to this method would be the availability of the pasture,
the distance from tbe farm, the cost of maintaining the enterpriee away from
home, and the cost of the inconvenience.
Methods Used To Adjust Cattle Sumbera
Five methods were given of which four were used solely by the cowherd group.
These four represent varying degrees of effectiveness to maintain the investment
and to prevent a sale at an unfavorable price. The adjustments constituted a
cost and the farmers would choose that adjustment which was the least costly
to them.
§2& &k 9JL The Cowherd. This was the most costly adjustment the cowherd
group had to make. This usually meant that the investment had to be sold at an
unfavorable price and before all the expected returns had been realized.
Sixteen farmers, or 21.3 percent, were forced to sell the cowherd or to
decrease it to an insignificant number. (Table 20)
Sell Some, Good Cows. £s Well As Culls . The selling of some good cows was the
next most costly adjustment. This represents a scarifies of many years of good
breeding practices or the loss of a high cost animal. During the drought period,
the good cows usually were sold on a market where the price was established by
the slaughter market. These cows were usually sold on an unfavorable market.
Fifty-six farmers, or 75.7 percent, in the cowherd group were forced to sell
some of their good cows. (Table 20) It was used more extensively by those who
decreased cattle numbers than by those who went out of the cattle business. To
these farmers the less costly adjustments weren
't enough. The inability to main-
tain a stable feed supply forced these farmers to sell some of their good cows.
SH3JL Cowherd Closer Than, Usual. This was one of the milder or lees costly
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adjustments which the cowherd group could make. There «• a tendency
for feraers
to keep <»*** <*» «tt,alty +** priew *"• l*"*1** "^ 1**B **** WWly
peraited. To sell Ifcs cull cow when feed supply
becoaee short repressutod a
good management prae* ee. However, thla adjustment was mora than a
normal call-
lag of cows and as such It did repressnt a cost
to tha farmer.
Sixty-four faroers, 8*.2 percent, la the cowherd group used
this method.
It vu ussd mora by thoss who dacraasad thslr cattls
numbers than ay thoss who
vent out of tha cattle business, (table 20)
HI other Cattle At && *202&*f °X IS3BLjjiI This was *• adjust-
ment which represented the least cost. To most farmers
this meant selling their
calves at an earlier age or lower weight. The feed sated
by selling calves
earlier or at loser weight might be sufficient to enable the
fewer to maintain
the baele herd.
Only 2* farmers, 33.3 parcent, used tfcis method.
Most of the farmers used more than one method of adjusting their cattle num-
bers. As the drought progressed, the farmers mere
forced Into making the more
costly type of adjustments. It finally forced 16 farmers to go all the way
and
sell their herd.
Ilsjgygjjfjs^^ Bue to the nature
of the business, this was the only adjustment the purchase group made. It doss
not represent ecostinthesameweyaadidthe adjustments la the cowherd group,
the decision to adjust was based upon expected profits. The adjustment would
have no affect upon prerioue investments.
This asthod was used by 60.5 percent of the farnsrs. Due to the uncertainty
of feed supply, these farnere evaluated the cost as greater than the
profit and
they choose to stey out of the cattle market.
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Methods Used To Adjust Feed Supply
Providing a stable feed supply was the most important problem for all the
farmers In the area. Fluctuations in feed supply caused most farmers to make
some adjustment in their cattle numbers. Many farmers were definitely inter-
ested in maintaining their cattle enterprise and to do this some adjustments
in the feed supply were necessary.
In the cowherd group, 97.7 percent of the farmers were forced to adjust
feed supply and in the purchase group 97.8 percent adjusted feed supply. Eight
methods of adjusting feed supply were used. Many farmers used more than one
method.
Buy Additional Feed . This method was mentioned most frequently by both
groups, cowherd and purchased. It was used to its greatest extent by the cowherd
group. Figure 3 shows the difference between the feed bought by the two groups.
On a per farm average the cowherd group always bought more feed during the period
than the purchased group. The cowherd group purchased more than five times as
much feed in 1956 as they did in 1952. Meanwhile the purchased group increased
their purchases of feed only about twice the amount purchased in 1952. Hot
only did the cowherd group use this method more often, but the farmers bought
greater quantities of feed. This was some indication of how important it was to
the farmer to adjust the feed supply to maintain his cowherd.
It is difficult to determine Just how effective this method was in stabiliz-
ing the animal units in the cowherd group. All four classes used it extensively
leaving very little indication as to its effect upon the change in animal units.
(Table 21)
This method could have been very effective in stabilising feed supply and
cattle numbers. Its effectiveness would depend upon the quantity purchased and
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this would depend upon the availability and price of feed.
The difference in the two groups In the use of this method illustrates
that the cowherd group was more determined to adjust feed supply *a an effort to
maintain their herd.
S2£l Additional Pasture . The extert to which additional pasture may he ac-
quired is limited and as a result about the Bame proportion of farmers In either
group were able to rent additional pasture. (Table 21) The degree to which
this method was used did not depend upon the type of beef enterprise the farmer
had.
In the cowherd group there was a relationship between renting additional
pasture and the increasing of animal units which did not exist for the other groups.
Forty two percent of the farmers who increased their animal units also rented
additional pasture. This compares with 15 percent for those who decreased cattle
numbers
.
The relationship vhich was found In the cowherd group does not hold for the
purchased group. (Table 21) The renting of additional pasture had little if
any effect upon the adjustments in animal units. The proportion of farmers rent-
ing additional pasture are similar for all of the classes under the purchase
group.
2§& Of Feed Reserves. Some of the limitations to the use of feed reserves
have already been discussed and these probably accounted for it being used by
only 62 percent of the cowherd group and by 1*6 percent of the purchase group.
Within the cowherd group there was considerable distinction among the vari-
ous groups. Of those who sold out, 5* percent indicated that they did not use
feed reserves. Of those who decreased, 63 percent indicated that they did
use feed reserves. This indicated that feed reserves were important in maintaining
athe basic herd and that if feed reserves were not available the possibility
that the herd would have to be sold was greater.
For operatoiswlth purchased cattle, 63 percent of those who decreased their
animal units used feed reserves compared with 27 percent of those who sold out
and 33 percent of those who Increased animal units.
Sell Less Feed . Whenever a surplus of feed did exist the farmers were faced
with the decision of what to do with it. Their alternatives wero to feed it by
increasing the amount fed each animal, Increasing the number of animals, store
and keep it as a reserve or to sell it. In the cowherd group U5 percent of the
farmers stated that they sold less feed than normally. (Table 21)
It is difficult to ejqplain why such a high percentage of either group in-
dicated that they did not sell less feed than normally. One explanation might
be that normally many of the farmers did not sell any feed so they responded
negatively to the question.
Increasing Acreage Of Feed Crops . Next to the method of buying additional
feed, this method of adjusting feed supply was mentioned most frequently. In the
cowherd group 6f percent of the farmers indicated that they increased feed acre-
age. (Table 21) For the cowherd operator, those who decreased their animal
units increased the acreage of feed crops more than those who sold out.
As a whole only ^1 percent of the purchased group increased the acres de-
voted to feed crops. Within the purchased group the four classes appear to be
very similar.
To Increase the acreage of feed crops represented an increase in costs to
the farmer. It was not specified from where the additional acres were diverted.
A larger proportion of cowherd farmers than farmers with a purchased system psid
the cost in an attempt to adjust feed supply to meet the needs of their system.
!
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Grow Feed On Fallow Land Instead Of In Continuous Crop . Growing feed on
fallow land will Increase the per acre yield and will increase the probability
of raising a feed crop in the area studied. It will stabilize the year to year
production of feed. This method was used by 59 percent of the cowherd group and
by 30 percent of the purchased group. A larger proportion of farmers with cow-
herds used this type of adjustment than did the farmers with purchased system.
Rout Crop Aftermath
. The number of farmers using this method in either
group were small. (Table 21) This may reflect its availability rather than
its importance. Whenever it was available it may have been very important.
Irrigate Crops. The number of farmers using this method were so few that
it was difficult to draw any inference. (Table 21) This must be due to its
limitations with respect to the availability of water and capital rather than
its effectiveness of Increasing feed production.
Summary. Relatively more farmers In the cowherd group made an attempt to
stabilize feed supply. It was essential for the purpose of maintaining the cow-
herd. In either group, most farmers used more than one type of adjustment, but
on an average a farmer with a cowherd used more methods than did the farmer who
purchased his cattle. As the cost of adjusting feed increased, the farmer with
the purchased cattle adjusted his cattle numbers sooner than those who had cow-
herds.
The Effect Of Tenure
The form of tenure had an indirect Influence upon the changes made by some
of the farmers. There is very little difference between the cowherd group and
the purchased group In tenure arrangement. (Table 22) There was some difference
between the owners and part owners in the percent reduction in animal units of
the cowherd group. More owners decreased or went out of the cattle business than
I
did part owners.
The reason for this say be explained 3a pert on tables S3 and 2*. The
relationship between the change in cainal units with the change In the total
number of acres farmed, the following mlatlonshlp tzUtxl. Eighty-three percent
of those femars who decreased salami units end S%.6 percent of thoee who sold
out hod node no change In the total awaber of acne famed. Thin conparee with
63 percent of the farmers increasing cattle msabers that nade no change In
total acme famed.
By extending this etudy to the relationship between the for* of tenure mi
the change In total acres famed, the following mlatlonehlp existed. Of the
owners, Zk.k percent Indicated that them had been no change in total acres
famed coopered with 72.5 percent for the part owaem and 73 percent for the
who coald increase their else of farm worn la a better position to
stabilise the* herd sins, the part owners worn in a better position to inei
the else of their fern dee to their fam organisation, fhey worn faced with
fewer lialtetlons. Curing the drought ths part owners worn in a mom favorable
position to stabilise eattle inshore.
It was not determined whether the change in the imaber of asms famed was
in oropland or in pasture land. In a preriees section it was determined that
the cowherd group did show a direst mlatlonshlp between the increase in cattle
naubers and an increase in pastern acreage. Proa this study it would seen reason-
able to state that the mlatlonshlp between the change in settle numbers associ-
ated with the increase in acreage and part ownership was due to ths ability of
ths part owner to increase pactum else mom readily than the owner.
the mlatlonshlp that existed in the cowherd group did not appear in the
I
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purchased group.
Changes In Animal Units And Pasture Condition
In the study of the factors causing a change in numher of animal units,
pasture condition was listed as one of the principal factors. An attempt was
made to determine what relationship, if any, existed hetween the pasture con-
dition as the farmer saw them, and his change in animal units. (Tables 25 and 26)
As the year to year changes to pasture condition were studied in relation
with the change in animal units for the cowherd group, it was difficult to as-
certain consistent relationship. There were some years when those who Increased
animal units or made no change indicated that they may have had better pasture
conditions than those who decreased, a year as 1952. There were years when
the opposite relationship exists. The relationship that exists for the purchase
group is very little better if any.
If only the farmers listing poor or no pasture condition are considered, it
is possible to see more of a relationship, especially during the latter period
of the drought. For those who indicated that they decreased their cattle numbers,
a greater proportion listed poor or no pasture condition against those who in-
dicated they had Increased cattle numbers.
Irrigation Of Feed Crops
Irrigation was mentioned several times as being responsible for preventing
a ma^or change In animal units or a change of system. A study was made of the
relationship between farmers change In animal units for the period 1952-1957 and
the irrigation of feed crops. (Table 27)
In the cowherd group it does appear as though there may be some relationship.
Its principal effect may have been to stabilize the animal units rather than to
increase them.
In the purchased group some relationship seems apparent. Here the effect
was to increase animal units. Whenever price changes appear favorable, farmers
vill respond by increasing or continuing In the beef enterprise. Uncertainty
of feed supply is no longer a limiting factor.
Age Of Farmer In Beef System
There was no apparent relationship between the age of the farmer and the
changes they made in animal units. (Table 28) The age distribution appears to
be very similar both in the cowherd and purchased groups.
The Education Of Farmer In The Beef System
The amount and type of education seems to be very evenly distributed between
the two major groups and within a group. (Table 29) Formal education appar-
ently did not affect the adjustments made in cattle numbers.
The Experience Of Farmer In Beef Enterprise
The amount of experience which the operator had acquired with a beef system
did not appear to have any effect on how they made change in animal units.
(Table 30) The purchased group as a whole appears to have had less experience
than those in the cowherd group.
Reasons For Keeping Cowherd Through Drought
It was found that the farmers having the cowherd systems made fewer changes
in animal units than those with purchase systems. An attempt was made to determine
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the reasons vhy the cowherd group should have this tendency to make fewer changes.
(Table 3D
The cowherd system is commonly referred to as being less flexible than a
purchase system. Webster's dictionary defines flexible as anything "capable of
being adapted or modified*. The lack of changes made by the cowherd group can-
not be explained by the strict Interpretation of the term flexible. The adjust-
ments in cattle numbers in either group were made at a cost to the farmer. The
cost of adjusting the cowherds must have been more costly than to adjust the
purchased system. All farmers had to choose between the costs of adjusting
cattle number or the cost of adjusting their feed supply, or some combination
of both types of adjustment. Most of the farmers were forced into making both
types of adjustments and accepting both types of costs.
When asked whether the cowherd should be kept through a drought period as
1952-1957, 6k.l percent of the farmers with cowherds responded yes. Their
reasons for keeping or for not keeping it are given in tables 31 and 32. Those
who stated that a cowherd should be kept, based their decision on the relatively
long run concept. If cows were to be sold, 39-2 percent of the farmers stated
that it would be too costly to rebuild when the drought was over. The costs
of adjustments were considered less than the cost to rebuild. Two reasons given,
that the cows will be valuable later and that it is more profitable in the long
run, are essentially the same, formed 23.5 percent of the total. Essentially
the basis for keeping the cowherd through the drought was that the expected returns
in the long run would more than compensate for the costs of keeping the cowherd.
Ninety-five percent of those who replied negatively to the question gave
as their reason that it was too expensive to keep through the drought. These
people considered the coats of making adjustments greater than the long run gains.
1
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When a cowherd is purchased its profitability is determined by the opera-
tors subjective evaluation of future returns minus the purchase cost plus the
expected maintainance costs. The purchase price may not be a principal factor.
When a drought of such proportions as 1952-1957 hits the area and the manager
is faced with major adjustments, prices of cattle may become very important.
The drought has caused the maintainance costs to increase and the price of cows
has decreased. Many farmers may not have had time to realize the major portion
of their expected returns from their cowherd. Farmers were re3.uctant to sell
their Investment when feed supply and cattle prices were abnormally low because
of drought conditions. He expected his investment to be more profitable again
when more normal conations would prevail.
The alternatives which confront the farmer are these. He may maintain the
cowherd hoping that the long run returns after the drought ends, will more
than compensate for the costs of maintaining the herd until feed supply is again
plentiful. Or he may sell his herd deciding that the cost of maintaining the
herd, short run costs, will be greater than the cost of repurchasing the cow-
herd at the end of the drought period. The entrepreneurs operate in a state of
subjective uncertainty and they must make an evaluation of the estimated duration
and intensity of the drought. Their activity is a function of their outlook for
the future.
Most of the cowherd farmers had an optimistic attitude until 1956. As the
feed and pasture condition continued to deteriorate, the farmers made an evalua-
tion of the future. Many of them decided that the costs of keeping the cowherd
were greater than the expected returns so they made major reductions in cattle
numbers or they sold the herd.
The farmers who purchased their cattle are in a more favorable position for
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making adjustments in cattle numbers. These farmers will respond to a short-
age of feed supply, hut they may purchase cattle even if they have insufficient
feed, providing that the anticipated differential between buying and selling
price is great enough to cover purchasing the feed cost. If prices are unfavor-
able they may not purchase cattle even if they have available feed.
During a drought farmers who purchase cattle have no opportunity to evaluate
short run costs against long run returns. They are operating in a relatively
short run time period. If short run costs are greater than the returns they
have no feasible alternative but to take the loss and they will be faced with
another short run decision the following season.
The decisions of the purchased group are a series of short run decisions.
Each one is based upon current conditions, and terminates before the next one
begins. Each one is independent of the others. The decision to purchase cow-
herds are relatively long run decisions, spanning several years, during which
a drought may occur. A decision during one period may have lasting effects cover-
ing several years.
Factors Influencing The Choice Of A Beef System
An estimate of the number of farmers having either the cowherd or the pur-
chase system was not made. In this area farmers were willing to invest in
either system and they were aware of the chances and problems associated with
a beef system. The general consensus is that in an area where there were such
wide fluctuations in feed supply a beef system which is adapted to this condition
would be preferred, other things being equal. Evidently farmers considered other
factors when choosing to invest in a beef enterprise.
Farmers with cowherds listed ten reasons for keeping a cowherd and they
ranked them in order of their importance. (Table 33) The most frequently mentioned
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reason was that there was less risk of price or production loss. It was ranked
first by 36.8 percent of the farmers. Three other major reasons and the number
of times they were ranked first were, no problem of buying cattle, 16 percent}
utilize pasture and roughages, 16 percent; and source of ready cash, 10 percent.
The farmers were in the business to make a profit, but as an important factor
it was mentioned explicitly only 2.3 percent of the time.
The reasons for keeping a purchased system were quite different. (Table 3*0
Of the six reasons given, two were ranked first by 90.7 percent of the farmers.
The desire to make a greater profit was ranked first by US. 8 percent of the
farmers. The desire to avoid the feed problem was nearly as important, and was
listed first by 4l.9 percent of these farmers.
The amount of capital invested in a beef system for a given size farm may
be quite similar whether a purchased system or a cowherd system is kept. For
a given size of investment, the risk of losing the equity in any one year is
always greater for a purchased system than for a cowherd system. A change in
cattle prices affects the purchased group to a greater extent than it will the
cowherd group. The person who invests in a cowherd must expect that during some
years prices will be unfavorable and he will have to accept a loss. The person
who Invests in a purchased system will invest only if he expects prices to be
favorable. In the cowherd system, profits are determined from a series of returns
whereas in the purchased system profits are determined on the basis of a single
return to the investment.
Farmers having a cowherd system appeared to have a stronger aversion against
price risk than did the purchased system operators. Some people are naturally more
conservative than others in their attitude toward uncertainty. The fact that
the cowherd group appears to be more risk conscious may be explained in part by
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U that of sailing cattle. As was described the cowherd group procured Ite
saleable product by raising it with a coeherd while the purchaeed group procures
its saleable product by purchasing it in a market place. The cowherd operator
Is faced not only with the management of the ealTes but also with the management
problems of the cowherd. The profitebility of a cowherd system depends upon
how well Hie operator manages his cowherd end the production of calves, lack
of managerial ability In raising the calves may not be compensated for by
superior feeding and selling ability.
In the purchased group the buying of cattle was an Intricate part of the
system. If the IndiTidual did a poor 40b of buying cattle, his feeding and
selling ability may not be able to compensate for this shortcoming.
To make the assumption that farmers had equal managerial ability to either
enter the market place and buy cattle or to maintain a cowherd system and raise
their calves is not valid. The reason why 16.1 percent of the farmers had a
cowherd system was because they had no problem buying cattle. (Table 33) This
would hinder these people In their management of a purchased system.
Whenever a budgeting technique is used to make a comparison of several
systems, a certain level of management is assumed to be constant for every
system. These farmers may have performed a budgeting process whereby they
allowed for different levels of managerial ability for different systems. They
may have chosen the most profitable system under the evaluation of their own
managerial ability. There may have been cases where the cowherd farmer chose
the cowherd system as the most profitable because he considered his ability to
manage it superior to his ability to manage a purchased system.
SUMKftKX
Fluctuation In feed production created the problem of making adjustments
-in tbo onHlittto of tbo far.. H m»i»« tkt tti hwr U>»» IU fw*
aaapiy Hi iiHtt aaaiin* «*»* of tbooo roproooato* • ••«* *• *• ***•*•
Tbo foraor otrooo for tbo optiaaa oot of adjaotaoatc, tbo cm or coabiaatloa
«1A OOBld IIBfll «• 1M»TT •«*•* •* i-M* •**•
TIM bypotboolo oaa tbat th. cowherd group aoe looe floaiblo thea the
^taMJ group eed ooeld teed to edjeet food eepply to Mti tbo aeeee of the
eyetee. The imrch««fi group vould bo aore flealble oad would etteept to edjuet
their eettle eeabere to the feed eepply. Thle bypetheee me eabeteatlated
throughout tbo ooelyeie.
Mftlatelalag « etakle feed eepply eae tbo eajor problem for ell fereere
derlag tbo iioatfit It aae o greater problem for tbo feraere bavlag ouhoroo
thea to tbo forooro oho parebaeed cattle. Farmer, meed eiaauoao methcde te oa
•ffort to otobllifto «r edjaet tbo food eepply. Irrlgetloa, tbo ooot offoetid,
mea Halted la ueege due to coot of iaetallatloB oad look if ea available eouroe
of mater. Tbo ooo of food rooonroo mae Halted beeauee of tbo otoroco problea
•ad the problem of predaclag o eurplue. Moot Unm iaereeeed tbo acreage of
food crepe ood oeay lalced tbo food oa follow grouad. Moot forooro mood oeioral
of tbooo ****** %*m *m— *m ooobord mood more ootbodo tame jjj
tbo forooro with tbo porebaaed eettle.
Vheaewer tbo food oljaalaoat bece laeffectlme or too eoetly , tbo foroor
bod to edjeet their oottlo aumbere. Tbo food problem ooo tbo ooot laperteat
reaeou eauelag tbo redmctlea *a oottlo matan durlag the period etadled. Tbo
eelawde mood to edjeet cattlo aambore merle* la tbolr degree of coot ead offec-
tlwcoeee. To aoU tbolr otbor cattlo at a lower weight vao a wery mild adJeet-
aaat oad roptcooatcl wry llttlo coat. Otbor ootbodo own to call tbo eoabord
olooor Ham aoaal oad to ooU ooao good come a* well oa ealla . If tbooo eetheda
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im not offoetlw In mooting too problom, tto fliwr ted to toll tto ontiro
tart. Tbio tot tto moot eootly toft tot Wtt tttoto odjootoott.
Tto contort groop, to any gtoto poor, ttto ftot* major etengoo tm ttoir
oottlo tontora ttan di4 tto porctaoo4 groop. fto major portion of too rodoo-
tlntt to oottlo montora vitote tot aootord gromp otoorro4 tortog 1956. to 1955
•ox* f»wn to tot pttotoMl groop rttoatt oottlo ttowi tto» in any tutor
poor, tot jtwtototA groop tot tot mow dynamic group. Tbay otto tot* oator
etongoo, titotr tetroottog or oocroooimg, itrtof ony fto* tton 414 tot ttotort
groop. to onooptloo tot 1956 tot* 6o poroaxt of tot tootort groap mado a Motor
itttotito and only 39.7 poroott of tot parcteood groop «4t o major rodnctlon.
Tto puffitooat groop ittjonltl toootr to tot oeoto foot problom toot 414 tto coo-
tort groop*
Tto oootort tpttot totto to to tow florlblo for tttotoi roooona. Tto
titt tf tot to«t totto to to tttoUtotot by ttw •tottpt of tot ooortgo contort
copooity of tot torn* Afttr tot toitttottt tot tttt onto, famora %w4 to
protoot It by adjooting foo4 aopply to tttt lto ro«ilrcmomto. It to t roUtltoly
loog torn toittltttl tott4 onto tojttjtoj| rotmrao froo tot oolo tf tot otlott.
ft liquidtto tot ttitttottt 4trtog t droogbt period oooid to ttUtag it ot ot
osfcroroblo prlco oad ttfott oil rotorno bod toon PtoUtoA.
Tto purobaood tytton to toft flexible tintttl tot forooro tore tot opportomlty
to rolttoot eoary poor, Xnvoeterate tm toto to tot totto tf |totojtoj proftto
to to reclined toon tttotto tto eeld. Vtt4 enpply oill offoot tot profitebillty
flRBtU mfljatrOt^t^e' ^P»mP VBBV jjpimBwat^Ma^e^w |pt* ^^*tPr WeaaP BlWtito n^m W t^^to^t^WB^W^ to wWj^W™ oBPOOW tmtt^B^^totrw
Wto va^to *toto» *"flrJr*V *
*••• to ^WtOt^ "•• ^tpCw AV^W Ol^VA* M^t Op ^HPOI^^B WW*/W **tO O «>0»Ata V^ttV O^^Jlt At*W ttolt
prieee and tto yielde of crop, bo cenctont. Daring tto droogbt erop yiaite mere
not constant and this vas essentially vbat mads the tvo groups behave differ-
ently. To os able too get a complete picture of the behavior of the two groups
the entire period mast be examined.
The farmers had a variety of reasons for choosing a particular beef system.
The purchased system vas considered the most profitable, bat it also entailed
the greatest pries risk. It also presented less of a feed problem. The cov-
hsrd system vas considered less profitable, but there vas less price risk
associated vith it. It also presented the greater feed problem, but it pre-
sented no problem of buying cattle. The motive of a personal preference vas
seldom mentioned. It is believed that this motive vas a stronger indluence in
choosing a cattle system than vas indicated.
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Figure 1. Feed production arc cattle nuirbers in the ten county areee from
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Table 1. Site of farms of beef cattle systems 1 studied.1
Cattle systems » **« Pasture : Animal : Cases
during period : Site t Site J Units : Studied
1952-1957 : At. Acres : Av. Acres »Av. No.
Cowherd systems
_. *
Ho regular 698 220 26 16
Creep fed 1200 615 61 *
Spring calf off graes ( • 100) 1225
Spring calf off grass ( 100 -) 2991
576 66 19
2092 150 19
Spring calf grated a wintered 1921 60S 78 12
Fall calf off grass 1*25 605 82
t.Combinations of above *33* 3206 1*0
Weighted Average 20*3*1 1257.7 90.7
Purchased systems
Wintering ' 9)9 176 39 11
Orating 139*
Winter and grass 1*21
80* 2 5703 12
Deferred fed steer* 1863 *55 66 2
Combinations of above 1505 7*5 €6 16
Weighted Average 1326.5 591.7 60.8
Mixed syttem 123? 711 91 %
Changed system group
Cowherd to purchase 15T7 690 3 22Mixed to purchase 106* *38 7
Purchase to cowherd 1720 720 *9 1
Mixed to cowherd 8000 7000 200 1
Cowherd to nixed 617 372 70 3
Weighted Average 1*33*0 712.7 66.7
^harlss W. Wauhalm, Flexible Livestock Syttem* , p. , 6. Tfnpubliahed paper
presented, Great Plains Technical Committee Workshop* Lincoln, Webraska,
May **, 1959.
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Table 3* Total number of farmers la each group at the beginning of each
Cattit System » 1998 > 1993 » 199* » 1999 » 1996 t 1997
Coeherd 11* 112 109 99 97 95
Purchase *6 *9 93 67 98 6l
Mixed 10 10 U 7 9 1
Ho Cattle 3 2 - • 13 16
fotal 173 173 173 173 173 173
"Table *. number of ferasrs reporting a reduction In number of animal units
of ten percent or greater during tat year
Cattle System « 1992 * 1993 t 199* : 1959 i l 1996
Cowherd group
f Of total no. of farmers
6
5.3 8.0
19
.
17.*
33
33.*
98
6o,o
i of total reductions *.8 7.2 1*.2 26.* *6.*
Purchase group
i of total no. of farmers
6
13.0 ili
li
20.8
33 23
39>7
i of total no. reductions 7.9 8.7 13.7 *1.2 28.7
Mixed group 1 2 • • S
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Table 7. loiter of farmers reporting as increase la animal unite of ten
percent or greater during the jeer.
Cattle System » 199* I 1953 » 195* » 1955 * 1956 i Total
Cowherd group * 11 20 i* 9 58
t of total ao. of farmers 3.5 9.8 18.3 l«.l 9.3
i of total increases 7*0 18.9 3*.5 24.1 15.5
Purchaee group 7 6 la 18 9 5*
% of total ao. of farmers 15.2 12.2 26.* 26.9 15.5
$ Of total increaeea 12.8 11.1 25*9 33.3 16.6
Mima group * * 2 * • 6
Table 8. Uumber of farmere taaking leae than tea percent change la animal
unite and ao change la eyetem during the year
.
Cattle System » 1952 » 1953 1 195* : 1955 * 1956 j Total
Cowherd group 60 80 59 *9 23 291
i of total no. of farmers
% Of total ao change
70.2
27.5
71.*
27.5
5*.l
20.3
*9.5
16.8
23.7
7.9
Purchase group 23 29 28 1* 9 103
i Of total ao. Of farmers
$ of total ao change
90,0
22.^
59.2
28.1
52.8
27.2
20.9
13.*
15.5
8.7
Mixed group 5 2 1 3 • 11
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Table 16. Average number of acres of pasture per animal unit.
Beef Cattle Group 2 1952 : 1953 1 195* 1 1955 1 1956 t 1957
Cowherd group
to regular 5 6 8 8 9 8
Creep fed 10 12 10 I 11 13
Spring Calf off grace ( - 100) 7 8 9 8 9 3Spring calf off graee (100 - ) 7 10 10 12 18
Fall calf graced * wintered 6 6 7 8 8 11
Fall calf Off graaa 9 9 8 8 S 18Combinations of above 10 12 11 10 22
Average of group T.7 9.0 9.0 9.0 12.2 1*.0
Purchase group
wintering k i 6
xl
k 1
Orating 8 17 17 18 11
Winter and grace
I
7 9 10 ? u
Deferred fed steers 7 6 6 6 1
Combination of above 13 8 9 8 15 11
Average of group 8.0 9.0 9.* 9.* 10,* 7.6
Changed system group
Cowherd to purchase 7 8 9 11 1* 12
Mixed to purchaee i 8 5 6 5 3
Purchase to cowherd US a8 23 15 10 12
Mixed to cowherd 37 3* »7 35 20 23
Cowherd to nixed 5 5 5 6 7 5
Average of group 20.2 21.0 17.8 14.6 11.2 10.6
Mixed group € 6 19 9 10 «
Table 17. Can fanners afford to carry a reeerve of feed through a period
such as 1952*1957.
Beef Cattle Oroup 1 Tec s Me 1 Total
percent or total
Purchaee group
percent of total
Changed cjcloa group
percent of total
62
69.6 30.k
«9
65.2
163M
k6
17
tt.7 55.3
38
I
Table 18. Reeaone for and conditions under which feed reserves were
ealnteined.
Beef Cattle Syetea
_L
Hero
fifMOM
: Maintain
Profit t taste
: hard
JL
If food : If storage
can be t la available
produced :
Cowherd group 11 12
* of total 80.0 21.8
Purchaee group 11 *
i of total 57.8
Changed eyeteu group k k
$ of total 28.6 S8.6
27
«*.!
T
36.8
6
*2.8
5
9.1
1
5.3
Table 19. Reaaona why food reserves not carried through the drought.
1 1 1
Cattle Syetea
1
: Irrigate
1
:
t Period jToo 1
i la too :auch :
t long tapollet
: t :
to
raise
surplus
: Bay
: cattle
taccord.
:to feed
t More
1 profit
ito eell
: surplus
Cowherd group
i of total
.2
T.T |M 311.5 623.1 • 623.1
rtiruhaeo group
$ of total
5
35.7 sdA
<» •
a\»
3
21.ll
Changed system groop
i of total
2
U.l 27.8
2
11.1
1
5.7
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Tabla n. Unbar and percent of farm operat tre by tenure status for groupe
Group and : ttaaber of Operatora i Percent of Operator.
change la ; : Pari i : ; ; Ftri t
aalaal aelto tOener t Omar t Tenant : Total t Owner i Omar t Tanaat
Cowherd Oroup
Wo change I S • * *5*© T3.0 -
< If » If 31.* «SA 5.3
•V31 10 a 53 3».5 jt.T S-
««"«* T 9 1 13 33.1 38,5 T.T
Total *5 ho k 99 50.6 kk.9 1.5
Purcheee Oroop
13 10
»*ltowt T I 1 U 63.6 at.9 9.1
**A it IT t H 3«.7 3o.f M
Wo change 1 1 - §30,0 30,0 .
I I • 66.7 33.3
1 1 at 5».t S.7 ».2
mmm u * *
* * 55.1 31.0 13.«
Cowherd • t - 100,0 -
«»* 19 1 T 1».3 55 1*.3
**** IT 1« 9 # **.T MM I3.t
#Table 33. Banker off operetore Jaoraaelag or JWWMlM tb* rater of ecree
farmed 1952-1957 by g*©up and cbanse la aalael unite.
Group and : IttOmtf* Mm * ff? PfrHMtt ? Pl«Tm« MfI *
I % of : TTflT j i jPIn I | I t * Of » , I of (Total
anlaal naite t Wo. : toted i Bo. t total t Bo. » total t
Cowherd Group
Boebange X 05*0 3 7>0 . *
6 u.| 5a g.o 3 5.7 53
8*14 oat I T.7 11 8M 1 7.7 13
Total 1* 15.7 t© 78.6 5 5.6 89
* t 100.0 . t
2 22.2 7 77.8 ?% i«.7 19 79.* 1 *.« rfWU«* * U 100,0 - U
Total 6 13.0 39 6M 1 2.2 k$
Table A. Buaber of operator, lnereaelas or deereaelas aeree famed by tenure
t Bo. total
t
1 9e.
Cbanae 1
Bom of
t total
t
t Bo. t total
1 Total
1
Cowherd Group
Part owner
Tenant *
ll.l
».5
38
19
S
8M
71,5
75.0
t
a
1
M
5.0
25.0
J5to
Total 1» 15.7 70 78.* 5 5.6 89
TeTllito Group
Part owner
k
1
1
14-8
5.9
90.0
16
1
81.5
9M
50.0
1
•
•
J.7 t7
17
•
Total £ 13.0 39 8M 1 2.2 W
57
Table 25. The relationship of the change Sa aalael units to pasture
<? attrition for the cowherd group.
Change 'la RC of 1 Paai a audition 19%«10^7
enlaal units outi t Exci11- : vsuoe t Average t Poor : Hone
Change iaA.U.'s 1996*93
Decreaee 6 •
laaraaaa 6 *
lo chans* Si •
la cattle a
Pasture condition 1952
1 3
2! d
• *
t
•
9
•
•
•
•
•
change la A .U. *a 1953-5*
Doorcase IS •
laaraaaa 19 •
Ho change 80 •
Ho cattle -
Pasture condition 1953
a a
• 10
13 *9
• »
a
d
a
•
•
•
•
Change In A.TJ.'s 195**55
Decrease 2a a
laaraaaa 25 •
a change 60 •
Ho cattle -
Pasture condition 195*
3 It
* 9
7 27
- «
9
•
•
1
a
•
Change In A.DVs 1955-56
Decreaae 35 •
laaraaaa 15 •
la change *9 a
Ho cattle
Pasture condition 1959
3 15
a 5
1 21
• -
1
29
•
2
•
t
•
Change la A.U. »s 1956-57
Secreaee 60 -
laaraaaa 9 •
Ho change 2* -
Ho cattle 1
Pasture condition 1956
1 5
• -
a
• -
»7
7
19
a
•
2
1
1
58
Taol* 86. Too relationship of the change In aalaal tmlta and paature
tlon for the purohaee group.
Change In :Ho. of : Past-.ire Condition 19*>-1<W7
aninal milt soun t Sxcelli
: Hon*
Pasture condition 1958
Change la A.TJ. '• 1952-53
Decrease k * 3 1 •
Increase 9 • 5 3 1 •
Ho change 87 • 11 15 I •
Ho cattle • • • -
Pasture condition 1953
Chang* la A.U. »e 1953-5*
Decrease 6 • 1 } ?
18 88 3
•
ineroass 13 • *
H© change %3 - •
So cattle 8 * 11
Paatura condition 195*
•
Cheat* la a.u. *• 195H-55
Decrease 10 • 2 k k •
Increase 1* • 8 8 k •
Ho change 87 - 6 13 8 •
Paatura condition 1955
Change la A.DVa 1995*56
Decrease 3% - * 10 19 1
Intra*** 19 •
Ho ohaage Ik - a ? 1
*»
«
Ho cattle • * •
Paatura condition 1956
•
Change la A.U.'a 1956-57
Decrease 19 • 8 1 Ik 8
Incraaao 10 11 8 *
Ho chang* 9 *
Ho cattle 8 •
18 6 •
• * 6 8
•
39
Tahle 27. Vuaber of famn irrigating feed erope tey group and drag* Is
ur/'~cl unite.
Group and : • t $ of faraere
change la t Farmers : Ho. fanaere j reporting vho
animal unite : Reporting t who irrigated t irrigated
Cowherd group
I© change k 2 50.0
Iaeroaee 19 7 36.8
Decreaee 53 10 18*8
Sold out 13 2 15.»
Total 89 21 23.6
Purchase group
10 chango 2 e •
Increeoe
Docroaao i I 77.716,6
gold out ii 3 27.3
Total il 1% 30.*
Mixed group i 1 25,0
Changod System group
Cowherd to purchaee 22 6
S3Mixed to purchaee 7 2
Purchaee to ccfherd 1 m •
Mixed to cowherd 1 „
Cowherd to nixed 3 1 33.3
Total 3* 9 26.5
60
Tahle 28, Age off operator related to group and changes to nuaher rff #»r*Z
•
i node durlag the drouipit period.
drOUP end t
change In : Vo. of
t
i -3* i
»
1 35-50 i
i
50-65 1 1 65-
anioal unite » cases 1 : : 1 1 1
Cowherd group 4t
Ho change % 1 1 8
*
•
1Increase 19 • g
Decrease 53 * 18 a|Sj 10
Sold oat 13 • 7 3 3
Total 89 5 35 1%
Purchase group
g« I
1
Vo change 8 1 •
1Increase i
»
Decrease 2* * Ifa 10 8
sold out 11 3 k 8 8
Total k6 3 81 1* 1
Mined group k 1 1 1 1
Changed System group
ssal e%
Cowherd to purchase
1) 3
13 U 8
Mixed to purchase
Purchase to cowherd
8
* 1 1 •
Mixed to cowherd
Cowherd to aixed 3 1 1 1 •
Total 3* 1 19 13 8
61
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Teble 30. Opermtore murium* vita a beef eyete* related to
anlxml unite during the period 1952-1957.
changei la
Great aad
change* la
aalaal tmlto
Cowherd group
Id
Sold oot
t Bo*
1 of
k
19
55
13
J
Toerw of lggiglg
» "W t 15-30 * 3<W » »5-
1
*
11
1
IT
7
13
7
3
7
&
3
t3
1
8
8
11
10
Sold out
Total
t
£
11
t
11
3
k
16
S
1
*
5
X
11
3
2
Cowherd to pnrcbnee
Mixed to purcheee
Mixed to cowherd
Cowherd to mixed
7>
3
3
11
X
i
10
1
1
Total l* 10
«3
Table 31. for hoping the cowherd through a drought period.
Group and tTo cootly :Cowe i If : If : But : Profitable
change la tto rebuild ivaluabletadeonete sfeed U :reduee t la
aninel unite i herd :later i feed tirrigated :aunber : long run
5 1 tffmmi » *
Cowherd group
Wo ohango
sold Ottt
Total
i of total
5
20
39.2
k
I
8
15.7
6
1
10
19.6
3
1
I
7.8
k
1
9.8
3
*
%
7.8
Table 32. Beaeone for not hoopSag the cowherd through a drought period*
Oroop and
change la
enlenl units
le
Sold out
Total
* of total
t Ho. t : |
< of t lot i Cowherd not t If reeerwe of
t caeea i Profitable i flexible : food le lev
k
19
53
13
69
20
1
I
1
2.6
1
2.6
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Tbie etody le en enelyela of toe oonparettio oohnrior of forooro taring
the eotoerd typo beef eyete* end toe femora taring toe porenneed typo beef
eyeten during o draught. The surray to* *» to 193T# on* eowrod too drought
ported, 1932-1957.
Tho effort of the lm|W km to greatly o*ereeeo fetf production, under
theeo conditione too femora note f©rood to edjoet food eupply to ooot too
neede of too eyete* or to odjoet too oottlo nonbem to ooot food oupply. Moot
femora oood both typoo of adjuataente. toera ore rarloeo ootoodo of edjuet-
lug too food oupply or oottlo nuubera. All of toooo ed>aetaeixte vera oodo ot
e ooot to too foroor . too forooro problem uae to none too odJwrtaent to onto
* way oo to produce too aoooooory effect ot looot ooot.
too ebjoetlreo eera (e) to deteratee too changer node to enttlo aonhere by
femora to too too unjor cattle oyotooo daring too drought period 1952-1957,
(b) to dotorotoo too principal reeoone ooootof too ehengee to oottlo notour*,
end (c) to determine toy forooro cheoee o particular type of beef eyeteu.
too hypotheeie one toot too ootoord oyotom voo loee flexible, o tendency
to ooto fooor odjootoooto to oottlo nwbera, toon toe puroheeed group, too
eetoera group ooold otteopt to odjuet food oopply to oottlo ouebera tollo too
puronnood group uould edjeet oottlo nuobere to food oopply.
Thie otody did not lend iteoU to o ototlc enelyelo. too fluctuation to
yloldo of food oropo roomltod to different odjootoosto by toe too principal
oottlo
tlono in eettle
fnrooro to too
, in ony given
did too porcbeeed
ulthia too
node foeor umjor ehengee to toolr
group, too oajor portion of too rodeo-
group oseorred to 1996. In 1955
oottlo nnebere toon in ony
year. The purchased group made awe Major change*, either Increasing or de-
creasing, during any y»ar than did the cowherd groan. With the exception of
1996 when 60 percent of the cowherd grove made a major reduction end only 39,7
percent of the purehaaed group aade a major rednction. The purchaaed group
reaponded eooner to the acute feed problem than did the cowherd group.
Maintaining a atahle feed eupply was the major problem for all fax-mere
taring the drought. It una a greater problem for the farmer* baring cowherd*
than to the farmer* Who purchaaed cattle. Moat farmer* need eereral method*
la am effort to adjust or stabilise feed supply. Farmere with cowherde weed
more methode than did the farmer* with the purehaaed cattle.
The principal reaaon* given by the cowherd group for decreasing cattle
number* ware paatura condition, feed supply and the price of feed. The principal
reaaone given by the purchaee group for decreasing cattle number* ware pasture,
feed supply, pries of feed and the price of cattle. The principal reasons
glwea by the cowherd group for Increaelng cattls number* were pasture , feed
supply and the desire to restock the herd. The principal reasons given by the
purehaeed group for Increaelng cattle numbers ware pasture* feed supply sad the
prise of cattle.
During the drought, 3* farmers changed from oaa principal group to another.
Some farmer* mads mors than oas change. Seventy-elx psresat of the farmers
sold their cowherd end began purchasing their cattle. Twenty four percent of
the farmer* left the purehaaed group and Initiated a cowherd type system. The
major reason for causing a change la the system of handling cattle was the fsad
supply.
Ths cowherd system tends to be less flexible becauee theirs la a relatively
long ran Investment. Zt is baaed upon the expected returns from ths sale of
cal-teg. To llouidete the lnTsstasnl daring ft drought period would 1m selling
It »t an unfaworeble prloft and before all the returns had bean realised. The
purchased system la box* flexible bccauee the femere hare the opportunity to
reinvest every year. The latsslssa* la haeed upon the expected profita when
tha salami i» told. Tead eupply aill affect tha profitability and therefore
the purchaaed group haa more of a tendency to adjust cattle nuabara to tha
feed eupply.
yaraera had a variety of reaaana for choosing a particular beef system*
Tha purchaaed system ass considered the moat profitable, but it also entailed
the greatest prise risk. It also pressnted lsss of a feed problem. The cow-
herd group sas eoasldsred less profitable, est there ass lsss pries risk
eeaoeiated with It. It also preeented the greater fsed problem but It pre-
sented no problem of buying cattle.
